
Smart Textile for Your Protection 
KAWACH FACE TOWELS



COMPANY STORY

With ETEX KAWACH, our core mission is to provide a blend of care, protection and safety to
all during the ongoing pandemic or any future uncertainties. We started our journey with
KAWACH Masks. Over three million KAWACH Masks have already been distributed across
various cities in India within the last 8 months. Soon, we plan to launch many other
protective garments including gloves, radiation protective suits, antimicrobial garments,
knee/ankle guards, and many more.

Innovation means nothing if it doesn’t serve its purpose in the best possible way. We
believe that the true purpose of any technological innovation must be inclusive in nature
and should have strong social impact. Through our technological innovations, we have also
created over thousand job opportunities in the country at a time when it was crucial.

We take pride in our hero product which has been widely appreciated by all our valued
patrons. KAWACH masks have been acknowledged by different sectors including
EDUCATION, SPORTS, NGOs, CORPORATES, MEDICAL, DEFENCE and many other
organizations, while promoting the message of MAKE IN INDIA, SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT,
BE INDIAN BUY INDIAN, AATM NIRBHARTA, and VOICE FOR LOCAL.  

We proudly present ‘Kawach Antimicrobial Face Towels’ - our next innovative textile that is
both anti-odour and antimicrobial. Truly, an everyday essential that will keep you fresh as
well as safe.
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KAWACH FACE TOWELS
"An everyday essential

designed to keep you feeling
fresh and safe"
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SPECIFICATIONS

70%-30% Bamboo
Cotton blend 

COMPOSITION

≈ 30cm x 30cm
500 GSM

Anti-odour- lasts up
to 10 washes* 

Rose Tan Space

Pastel Pink Carolina
hex- #e9d1bf hex- #1d2951

hex- #ffd1dc hex- #57a0d3

hex- #dfd8e1 hex- #588bae
Pastel Day Air Force

COLOUR OPTIONS
"6 assorted shades"
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OUR CLIENTELE
HOSPITALS

INSTITUTIONS CORPORATES

GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIONS

NGOs
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TESTIMONIALS

"All non Covid facing people, Health
Workers and Senior Citizens should
switch to KAWACH.“
                                    - SUCHETA DALAL
                                     (Padma Shree 2006) 

"Considering the challenges in supply
of PPEs during the #COVID19 crisis, IIT
Delhi start up ETEX launches an
affordable and effective mask Kawach
for safegaurding the people from
Coronavirus. Kudos to the team.“
                                    - RAMESH POKHRIYAL
                                     (Honourable HRD Minister) 

"The support of IIT Delhi startup ETEX
uplifting the PwD community, both
financially and technically, creating
many PwD warriors for the country in
the fight against COVID-19.“
                                    - SUVARNA RAJ
                                     (International Para Athlete) 
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